SATMASTER LICENSE AGREEMENT
By installing Satmaster Pro or Satmaster QuickAim (in whole or in part, including all files,
data, and documentation, hereinafter referred to as the "Software") you are also
consenting to be bound by this agreement.
COPYRIGHT
The Software is copyright material protected by copyright law and international treaties.
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY
The Software is provided on an "AS IS" basis. Although careful steps are taken to ensure
the accuracy of the code, calculations and data provided, DJ Stephenson, Arrowe
Technical Services, or appointed agents cannot accept any liability whatsoever for any
damage or financial loss incurred, however caused, resulting from its direct, indirect, or
consequential use. The user should assess, or otherwise determine, the suitability of the
Software to fulfil the task to which it is put. Evaluation versions are freely available for
testing purposes.
LIMITED WARRANTY
DJ Stephenson, Arrowe Technical Services or appointed agents ("the supplier") warrant
that for a period of 1 year from the date of acquisition, the Software, if operated as
directed, will substantially achieve the functionality described in the Documentation. The
supplier does not warrant that the operation of the Software will be entirely error free.
If the installation file is lost or corrupted and you have no backup, use the contact form at
arrowe.com to request a replacement by electronic delivery. It may not be possible to
supply the exact version so a later build in the series may be substituted. There is no
charge for this service.
TERMS APPLICABLE WHEN LICENSE FEES PAID
Subject to payment of applicable license fees, DJ Stephenson of Arrowe Technical
Services grants to you a non-exclusive license to use the Software and accompanying
documentation ("Documentation") as described in "Terms applicable to license grants"
below.
TERMS APPLICABLE TO LICENSE GRANTS
1) A user license allows one person to install and use the Software on computers s/he
uses exclusively. For example, a desktop and a laptop.
2) A single user license does not permit concurrent, shared or rotation usage whereby the
Software can be used by more than one person. Each user, or potential user, must have a
separate license.
3) It is permissible to make backup copies of the Software to reinstall at a later time
provided any copy contains all of the original Software's proprietary notices, text and files.
4) You may install the software on a local network server, provided that each person
accessing the Software through the network has a copy licensed to that person.
5) You may not modify, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or create
derivative works based on the Software.

6) You must not lend, rent, lease, or otherwise transfer rights to the Software.
7) You must not remove any proprietary notices or labels supplied with the Software.
8) You must not copy the Software for provision to other persons or allow other persons to
copy the Software.
9) Copying or reproduction of the software to any other server or location for further
reproduction or redistribution is expressly prohibited.
TERMINATION
The license will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with the limitations described
herein. On termination, you must destroy all copies of the Software and Documentation.

